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BOOK REVIEW


This book has been published on behalf of the College of William and Mary and the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in the USA, both of which coincidentally I came across this summer while in Virginia. It is very clear that Americans have a deep relationship with their colonial heritage and take huge pride in authenticating and recreating their origins, as anyone who has visited Williamsburg has witnessed. Similarly, this book has been meticulously researched from a wealth of sources and challenges old assumptions on fertility and family planning in colonial times. The author has wove these into a fascinating narrative. This is a complex association throughout with the revolutionary limitation of family size.

In summary, if you are writing a PhD on historical patterns of fertility in North America this book will be a godsend. For the rest of us, it makes an excellent text for your bookshelf but was an interesting read over the Christmas break nevertheless.

 Reviewed by Ailsa Gebbie, FRCoG, FFSRH, Consultant in Community Gynaecology, NHS Lothian, UK
Revolutionary Conceptions: Women, Fertility and Family Limitations in America, 1760 – 1820
Ailsa Gebbie
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